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Overview

Context   current research project, changing public research funding

Concepts   researcher ‘funding configurations’, funder-researcher relationships

Challenges poor data availability, funding disclosure rules, behaviours

Insights   funding co-use examples & conditions for co-use

Discuss implications for funding studies, funders



Context

Project with CFA team & INGENIO, Wuppertal: Promoting the socio-
economic impact of research – the role of funding practices (PROSECON, 
2019-23, NNF)

• Food Science & Renewable Energy Research / Denmark, Netherlands, Norway

• Main current focus: Case study of 12 PIs & their funded collaborators

Changing public research funding

• PLOS paper, handbook (2022, Lepori, Hicks, Longbloed)

• Changed funder roles, hybrid instruments (i.e. not exclusive ‘excellence’/‘mission’/‘strategic’)

• Shift from block (institutional) to discrete, project-based, competitive (individual) funding

• Individual research funding situations…? à Aggregate funding influence…? 



ß Paper funding 
acknowledgements 
2009–18 (PLOS) 

Country & field spanning 
co-funding networks 

Multiple funder 
types/origins

‘Elites’ only? 
(2020 working paper)



Funding configurations

• “A snapshot over a specified time period of all an individual researcher’s concurrent 
funding instruments from any funder, with potential for co-use…” 

Considerations
• Researchers can hold multiple funding instruments at once

• Each instrument not isolated, separate influence? 

• Funding instrument descriptors… (c.f. affordances?) 

• Descriptive / influential? – Funding size, duration, role (PI, Co-I, team member), origin (domestic-
national, foreign-national, supra-national), type (non-profit, public, private, mixed, internal), coverage 
(operational, capital expenditures)

• Shaping practices/networks? – Societal targeting (interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, prioritised 
problems, user-oriented outputs), enforcement (administrative, epistemic; event or process-based 
funder monitoring/evaluation/intervention)





Funder-researcher relationship(s)



Visualising (potential) influence…

E.g. weight by funding targeting of ‘transdisciplinarity’ (non-academics)… high potential to shape?



Challenges

Unobstrusive methods to find (all) researcher funding … ?

• Online, free public national and supra-national funder & research information databases & 
aggregated paywall databases

• Public web records of researchers & host research orgs & negotiated access to internal, private 
records

• Funding acknowledgements in publications

• Desk-based ‘netnography’ of web sources

• Quality/accuracy, quantity/completeness, lack of transparency/disclosure (drafting paper…)

• Co-funding a ‘new normal’ for (all) researchers … 



Funding co-use insights
• “[T]here's always exchange of knowledge … there’s different group leaders here that work on 

different projects. … [W]e have joint seminars … [P]eople … use the same facilities, the same 
equipment, participate in the same meetings … [W]hatever we learn will sooner or later get spread 
through the whole environment … [in] a relatively free flow of information and methodology and 
thinking … [O]f course, we have separate meetings with the partners in the different groups. … [But] 
we work more or less as one section. … [W]e don’t keep economies very separate in terms of 
chemicals … and so on. … [W]ith salaries, it’s very clear who’s hired on which project … But in terms of 
actually shopping, buying kits or equipment … we don’t keep it separate, saying, ‘Okay, this is the 
[named project] box’. … [E]verything we buy would be available for other people, whatever project 
it is. And the [funder] […] might not like this altogether, but this is the way we run it.”

• “I’m always careful not to mix output of different projects. So it’s fine that that you develop 
something in one project, then you have learned from that and you utilise that in the other. But you 
don’t use funding from this product to fund the output of that product. … [T]he denominator 
among those projects is [my research specialism]. And that means, of course, they are quite related, 
and they are all close to my own sort of background, discipline. … The same topics, but of course 
with then different focus or different applications.”



Co-use conditions
• “I have to use them separately because they’re grants on different subjects and then you 

employ a postdoc or a PhD that’s working on that. … [T]here's not much cross-fertilization
in that. Well, there’s obviously some when we talk about the [named research field] ones 
where the PhD students can use each other’s [materials] and so on. … [S]o that is not true 
what I’m saying. There’s a lot of cross-fertilization and the students get a lot out of it, 
being together and talking to each other and so on. … But I cannot say that, ‘yeah, you are 
employed by that grant, but can you please work on this?’ That wouldn’t happen.”

• Pooled research equipment, techniques, skills, materials

• Co-located, interacting people, teams 

• Nominally separate to satisfy funders, salaries, early stage researchers

• Sharing, cross-fertilisation of ideas, methods, problem solutions 

• PI has most co-use (?)

• Co-use forms a research trail out of multiple (somewhat) separate research lines (?)
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Implications
For research funding studies … ? 

(How) should funders respond … ?


